
Godzilla: King of the Monsters Following the global success of Godzilla and 
Kong: Skull Island comes the next chapter in Warner Bros. Pictures and 
Legendary Pictures cinematic MonsterVerse, an epic action adventure that pits 
Godzilla against some of the most popular monsters in pop culture history. The 
new story follows the heroic efforts of the crypto-zoological agency Monarch as 
its members face off against a battery of god-sized monsters, including the 
mighty Godzilla, who collides with Mothra, Rodan, and his ultimate nemesis, the 
three-headed King Ghidorah. When these ancient super-speciesthought to be 
mere mythsrise again, they all vie for supremacy, leaving humanitys very 
existence hanging in the balance. Warner
Mayans Season One Mayans M.C. takes place four years after the events of Sons 
of Anarchy[1] and is set hundreds of miles away in the fictional California 
border town of Santo Padre. The series focuses on the struggles of Ezekiel "EZ" 
Reyes, a prospect in the charter of the Mayan M.C. based on the U.S.-Mexico 
border. EZ is the gifted son of a proud Mexican family, whose American dream 
was snuffed out by cartel violence. Now, his need for vengeance drives him 
toward a life he never intended and can never escape. Fox
The Banana Splits Movie A boy named Harley and his family (brother Austin, 
mother Beth, and father Mitch) attends a taping of The Banana Splits TV show, 
which is supposed to be a fun-filled birthday for young Harley and business as 
usual for Rebecca, the producer of the series. But things take an unexpected 
turn -- and the body count quickly rises. Can Harley, his mom and their new pals 
safely escape' Stars Dani Kind, Finlay Wojtak-Hissong, Romeo Carere Warner
The Flash Season 5 After Godspeed's citywide rampage kills Nora's best friend 
and co-worker Lia, Thawne helps Nora control her newfound powers and defeat 
the rampaging speedster; after which Thawne becomes her mentor as he did 
with Barry. With Thawne's help, Nora finds the Time Vault, where she learns that 
her father was the Flash. Warner
Rocketman As flashy and colorful as it's subject, this musical biopic chronicles 
the early life and career of Reginald Dwight, better known to the world as Elton 
John (played brilliantly by Taron Egerton). Visually stunning performances of 
some of Elton's best-loved songs are used to tell the story of a rise to rock and 
roll greatness that includes addiction, depression and complex personal and 
professional relationships. Paramount
Breakthough is based on the inspirational true story of one mothers 
unfaltering love in the face of impossible odds. When Joyce Smiths adopted son 
John falls through an icy Missouri lake, all hope seems lost. But as John lies 
lifeless, Joyce refuses to give up. Her steadfast belief inspires those around her 
to continue to pray for Johns recovery, even in the face of every case history 
and scientific prediction. Fox
Perception When Daniel, a successful real estate developer, must evict Nina, a 
mysterious small-time psychic struggling to provide for her young son, the last 
thing he expects in return is a free reading. But when Nina senses the spirit of 
Daniel’s dead wife, a once-promising artist, his desire to reconnect with her 
quickly becomes an obsession. Haunted by memories, Daniel is determined to 
reunite with his wife—who may have designs of her own. Soon, Daniel and Nina 
must each decide how far they’ll go to get what they want in this supernatural, 
psychological thriller. 
Gravitas Ventures
The Island In this offbeat dramedy from Huang Bo, news of a meteorite bound 
to strike the earth doesn’t have much effect on Ma Jin's everyday life; he still 
gets up and goes to a job where he spends his time daydreaming of a romance 
with his colleague Shanshan, and of winning the lottery. But when this 
cataclysmic event occurs during a team-building trip, he finds himself 
shipwrecked on an island with an odd group of coworkers… and the winning 
lottery ticket in his pocket. Well Go
Anastasia The Mystery of Anna In 1920s Berlin, suicidal asylum patient Anna 
Anderson claims to be Anastasia Romanov, the supposedly dead daughter of 
the last tsar of Russia, Nicholas II, who was dethroned and murdered by the 
communists along with his entire immediate family during the Russian 
Revolution. She is so convincing in her descriptions of her life on the court and 
how she escaped the communist purge that, after leaving the asylum, she 
slowly gains followers willing to believe her story. However, the surviving 
members of the Romanov family who now live in exile are not among them. 
This skepticism soon turns into mutual animosity. Mill Creek
The Jungle Book and Friends - Simba The Lion King Final Battle, Cinderella, The 
Legend of Snow White Beloved stories are lovingly retold in this delightful 
animation collection! Tales as old as time come to life in this enchanting 
assortment of animated feature films. The Jungle Book, Cinderella, The Legend 
of Snow White and Simba The King Lion - The Jungle Book (2000) Based on the 
famous book by Rudyard Kipling, The Jungle Book tells the story of a lost boy 
named Mowgli, who is adopted and raised by a family of wolves and Baloo the 
bear. Cinderella (2005) Cinderella, an orphan, is now under the control of her 
evil stepmother and stepsisters. With the help of her friends, she is able to fall in 
love with the Prince, while helping him win over his own obstacles. The Legend 
of Snow White (2005) Join Snow White in this high-quality animated feature for 
your kids and family. Watch as she escapes her evil stepmother, finds comfort in 
a cottage with seven dwarfs, and finds her prince charming with the help of her 
friends. Simba, The King Lion: The Final Battle (2005) Join in the adventures of 
Simba and his jungle animal friends in this high quality entertaining animated 
feature for your kids and family. Digital Bonus:  Includes Digital Streaming 
Access to 6 additional adventures via redemption insert including: Welcome 
Back Pinocchio, Pocahontas I: Princess of American Indians, The Thief of 
Baghdad, The Three Musketeers, Hercules, Robin Hood.  Mill Creek
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